
My Rehab Pro is a simple to use powerful tool that delivers a better patient experience 
with better recovery outcomes while enhancing your professional image 

and raising the value of the home exercise programs that you prescribe to your patients.
Prescribe professional home exercise programs in just moments!
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IMPROVE PATIENT OUTCOMES 
with better home exercise compliance

Quick and easy prescribing of patient home exercises

 More than 1,700 high resolution instructional videos

 Secure cloud-hosted solution and patient mobile app

 Embedded ecommerce for patient braces and supports

 System provides patient messaging and activity tracking

MY REHAB PRO PRODUCT FEATURES

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
PHONE:  (502) 398-5860
EMAIL: INFO@MYREHABPRO.COM

Designed by Orthopedic Physicians and Physical 
Therapists, My Rehab Pro is the most trusted  
and advanced web/mobile-based rehabilitation 
platform available today!

Thousands of physical therapists, physicians, and 
patients use My Rehab Pro every day.

Printed patient instructions that match the video versions in the 
My Rehab Pro patient mobile app



STEP 1: Video Library
Enter our professional and continually growing HD video 
library. Customize and edit video text and titles if you choose. 
Search by body part and/or search bar for specific exercises. 
Save your frequently used exercise videos as favorites to  
“My Saved Videos”.  

STEP 3: Your Patient “Welcome to your road to recovery” email
Enter your patient’s name and injury type into your personal PT  
dashboard where your patient will automatically receive a 
“Welcome email” with your clinic name welcoming them to 
their “road to recovery.”  Your patient will also be granted access 
to recommended products for any injury type, as well as the 
option to download the FREE Apple or Android My Rehab Pro app.

Step 2: Manage Routines
Use our extensive HD video library and your “My Saved  
Videos” to create routines or protocols. Simply edit,  
customize and create routines or protocols that you would 
regularly prescribe.

HOW MY REHAB PRO IMPROVES
patient compliance to home exercise therapy

STEP 4: Prescribe Patient Exercise Program 
Options (Create Prescription)
Now just create a prescription of selected exercise videos with a  
simple drag and drop and enter the sets and reps. Then with just 
a click, print and/or email your patient, allowing them to access 
their detailed video exercises through a video link and/or patient 
access code. Your patient will have multiple options to view their 
prescribed exercises from professional printed handouts, home 
desktop computer, laptop, tablet, smart phone, or FREE app.

SECURE
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